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Autonomous. Wireless. Smart.

Filming underwater has never been so easy.
With iBubble’s exclusive technology, 

create amazing movies hands-free and make your 
underwater adventures truly unique.

Anywhere you go, iBubble follows you and becomes your 
personal filmmaker.

With its multiple scenarios, its hydrodynamic design and 
its powerful underwater lights, iBubble is designed to give 

you the best underwater drone the market has to offer.

Your personal filmmaker.
Hands-free.
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MAIN
FEATURES

iBubble follows you and films your underwater experience, hands-free. 
With its smart positionning system, it knows where you are at all times.

ENTIRELY AUTONOMOUS

With its wireless transmitter, you are able to easily switch from one filming scenar-
io to another. Experience underwater filming like you’ve never seen before.

REMOTE FILMING SCENARIOS

Take your time and film for hours. Easily replace the battery and enjoy the water all day long.
1H BATTERY LIFE - REPLACEABLE BATTERY

The marine fauna & flora won’t be bothered by iBubble:
The drone uses sonar technology to avoid hitting coral or reefs, and works silently on safe 
emission levels for animals.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
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ADDITIONAL
HIGH-END FEATURES

REMOTE VIEWING WITH
THE EXPLORER PACK

Thanks to its 7 propellers, iBubble offers a wide range of 
filming scenarios, as well as an unrivaled speed and mobility 
underwater.

TOTAL STABILITY

With its 2 integrated wide-angle lights of 1000 lumens each, 
shine your way into water and film in any circumstances.

INTEGRATED LIGHTS

Ever wondered what is under your boat in order to pick 
the most beautiful spots without having to leave the 
deck?

The explorer pack is exclusively designed for you.

Use your smartphone to control iBubblevvv from your 
boat and get real-time video feedback.

CONTROL IBUBBLE FROM YOUR DECK
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YOUR PARTNER
FOR EVERY DIVE

More than an underwater drone, iBubble will be your partner 
and personal filmmaker, anywhere you go.

You’ll be able to fully enjoy the water while 
iBubble does the rest, hands-free.

ENTIRELY AUTONOMOUS

With its case for transport, you will be able to easily bring iBubble 
along with you anywhere, anytime.

BRING IBUBBLE WITHOUT ANY TROUBLE

With its unparalleled speed and agility, iBubble offers you 
exceptional views of all your dives.

EXCEPTIONAL VIEWING ANGLES

Film the entirety of your dives with iBubble, and keep diving by 
simply switching batteries between your dives!

1 HOUR BATTERY LIFE

Become your own realisator by switching between the numerous 
filming scenarios. Each dive is different; so are your films.

YOUR DIVES, YOUR FILMS
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FILMING UNDERWATER
IN ANY CIRCUMSTANCES

The strength of iBubble is its ability to film your underwater adventures 
from every angle. With its many filming scenarios, iBubble offers exclusive 
new ways to shoot your films under the waves.

LEAD

FOLLOW

MANUAL MODE

FRONT VIEW

SIDE

CIRCLE
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Made with high quality materials and state-of-the-art technology, 
iBubble is offers you an amazing experience each and every time.

Technical specifications: 

Size: 60cm x 45cm x 35cm / 24in x 18in x 14in

Camera compatibility: GoPro and other action 
cams

Max. range from diver:  25 m / 80ft

Proprietary Sonar Positionning System

Weight: 9 kg / 19 lbs

Propellers: 7

Battery life: 1 hour, interchangeable

Automatic resurfacing

Max depth: 60 m / 200 ft 

Speed: 1.5 m/s - 3.3 ft/s

Smart transmitter: Scenario display, recording 
start/stop, lights switch, max. depth, distance 
control

ADAPTED
TO EVERY SPOT
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